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Literature Circles are a flexible activity that allows students to engage in intensive 
discussions about their reading. There are many ways to create literature circles, 
and they can be especially useful in forming communities. Here are some points of 
entry and practices that I have found useful. (Naturally, they’re not definitive.) 
 
Practices I Have Found Useful: 
 
Literature circles are flexible, but these structures remain useful to me: 

 Thematic Unity: I still find it useful to have one theme that is explored by the 
entire class, such as the gap between the ideals and realities of sport. 

 Student choice: Even if there are only two reading choices that allow students 
to explore our theme, 2 is better than 1. 

 Student-created reading schedule: I let my students know when we should be 
finished the book and then ask them to form a schedule. 

 Peer, formative, and summative evaluation: Students often want to know that 
they and their peers will be credited for their contributions. 

 Field Trip: Tasks the literature circle group agrees to do as homework. This 
can range from rock wall climbing (for a book like Into Thin Air) to watching 
a documentary or reading a series of articles on related issues (what 
Gallagher might call a “Topic Flood”). 

 Groups of 4 to 6: A conversation tends to split in two after more than six 
people enter it. 5 is usually perfect. Some students can do a 3 person meet. 

 Time to read: Students benefit from having time to read in class. 
 Ongoing Project: Some students can talk for forty minutes or longer, but I find 

it arbitrary to insist on one common stopping point. It’s useful to have 
something students can transition into. 

 Reflection: I find that an entire lesson at the end of a unit that invites students 
to see the big picture is helpful to re-establish the goals of the unit or how 
students developed. 

 
Schedules I Have Used: 
 
3 Day Rotation: 
Day 1: Read/ Mini Lesson 
Day 2: Read/ Ongoing Project 
Day 3: Meet/Journal/ Project 

Daily Rotation: 
1/4 Independent reading 
1/4 Meet and discuss 
1/2 Class activity 

Online: 
It can be useful to have groups interact in other forums, such as online discussions, 
before, after, or in place of in-class discussions. 
I usually allow my unit of study to last one month before we move on to a new unit. 



Potential Memoirs (by no means comprehensive): 
 Agassi. Open. Tennis. 1990s. 
 Bouton. Ball Four. MLB. 1970s. 
 Bradley. Life on the Run. NBA. 1970s. 
 Bryson. A Walk in the Woods. Hiking. 2000s. 
 Carter. The 16th Round. Boxing. 1960s. 
 Dryden. The Game. NHL. 1970s. 
 Fleury. Playing With Fire. NHL. 1990s. 
 Griner. In My Skin. WNBA. 2000s. 
 Heminsley. Running Like a Girl. Running. 2000s. 
 Lewis. Moneyball. MLB. 2000s. 
 Krakauer. Into Thin Air. Climbing. 1990s. 
 Murakami. What I Talk About When I Talk About Running. Running. 2000s. 
 Ryan. Scribe. Journalism. NBA. 1970s. 
 Solo. Solo: A Memoir of Hope. Soccer. 2000s. 
 Wade. How My Life Became Bigger Than Basketball. NBA. 2000s. 
 Williams. On the Line. Tennis. 2000s. 

 
Supporting Texts (by no means comprehensive): 

 Foster Wallace. “How Tracy Austin Broke My Heart.” Essay. 
 Gladwell. “Offensive Play.” Essay. 
 Poe. “El Dorado.” Poem. 
 Rotblatt-Amrany. The Spirit. Statue of Michael Jordan. 
 Boden and Fleck. Sugar. Film. 
 Tribute videos to players can be found on youtube. 
 Updike. “Ex Basketball Player.” Poem. 

 
Themes and Surrounding Units of Study: 
 
I find that sports invite us to consider the gap between our ideals and our reality, 
poverty and wealth, the American Dream, heroism, self improvement, risk taking, 
fairness, equality, etc. Therefore, I find that sports memoirs often segue from or into 
texts like The Odyssey (heroism, obstacles), tragedies like Oedipus Rex or All My Sons, 
and texts that explore the American Dream, like The Great Gatsby. 
 
Professional Literature That I Have Found Helpful: 
 

 Atwell. In the Middle. 
 Coleman. Socratic Circles. 
 Daniels. Literature Circles. 
 Gallagher. Readicide. 
 Kittle. Book Love. 

 
*Many websites offer Common Core alignment. http://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-
resources/lesson-plans/literature-circles-getting-started-19.html 


